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GraphOn Inks Partnership Agreement with Sedicom in Denmark
Sedicom to Distribute GO-Global Server-centric Solution in Scandinavia and the Baltics
SANTA CRUZ, CA, USA – April 2, 2007 – GraphOn Corp. (OTCBB:GOJO), a leading worldwide developer
of server-based application publishing and Web-enabling software solutions, announced today that it has
signed a distribution agreement with Sedicom Europe Denmark to distribute the GO-Global family of thinclient software solutions throughout Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
“We’ve been looking for a thin-client software solution that’s simple, easy to install, and doesn’t require
reading a 1,000-page manual before installation,” said Jan Kaspersen, Director of Sedicom Europe Denmark.
“With GO-Global, it’s fast, easy and inexpensive to publish applications from a central location for access from
virtually any location, platform and operating system.”
The GO-Global family reduces the costs and complexities of centralized application delivery. GO-Global for
Windows publishes Windows applications without the need for Microsoft Windows Terminal Services (WTS)
or Citrix Presentation Server, while GO-Global for UNIX publishes UNIX and Linux applications without the
need for client-side X server software.
“Sedicom is the ideal partner to promote and distribute GO-Global in Scandinavia and the Baltics through its
well-established reseller channel, and we are pleased to announce this agreement,” said Tom Castanzo,
GraphOn’s Business Development Director for EMEA.
“GO-Global has the functionality needed by both small and large enterprises, and it supports all major
application servers and a broad selection of clients at a very competitive price,” said Kaspersen. “The fact that
GraphOn has developed its own transport protocol and server-based technology assures us that in the future,
the company will be able to evolve the product line in the direction that our resellers and customers need,
without being dependant on third-party technology.”
Unlike WTS or Citrix which uses the RDP protocol, GO-Global uses the patented RXP protocol which is much
faster and offers greatly improved data compression. The result is near LAN-like performance, even over lowbandwidth connections.
Sedicom is affiliated with thin-client hardware manufacturer NEXTerminal. “We will be embedding GO-Global
in the NEXTerminal line of thin-client terminals, thereby creating what we feel will be a very successful
bundled solution,” concluded Kaspersen.
About Sedicom Europe Denmark
Headquartered just outside Copenhagen, Sedicom Europe Denmark distributes hardware and software
products that allow resellers and system integrators to offer customers additional value as part of their serverbased solutions. In combination with its NEXTerminal affiliation, the company currently enjoys a 70% market
share in the Danish thin-client market. For further information, call +45.70.230.210 or visit www.sedicomeurope.dk.
About GraphOn Corporation
GraphOn Corporation is a publicly-traded company headquartered in Santa Cruz, California. For over a
decade, GraphOn has been an innovator of cost-effective, advanced solutions that help customers access
applications from anywhere. GraphOn’s high-performance software provides fast remote access, crossplatform connectivity, and a centralized architecture that delivers a dramatically lower cost of ownership. The
company’s solutions run under Microsoft (MSFT) Windows, Linux and UNIX, including Sun (SUNW) Solaris,
IBM AIX, Hewlett-Packard (HPQ) HP-UX, and others. For more information, call 1.800.GRAPHON in the
USA, +44.1344.668534 in Europe, or visit www.graphon.com.
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